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material extreme and sharply defined rypes. In both cases we

Fd . 6r greater number of individu"k L whom only a few
features of the type can be recognized, or only features which
are not disdncdy marked, and it is obvious that a proper
appreciation of these rypes will not be posibleuntil tt".whot.
conterc to which they belong has been explored.,

,.-[F 
" 

papcr $gzoa) written many years after the presenr one,
Freud demonsrated the occurrence ofprecisely the same type ofobject-
choice in a homosexual girl.J

ON THE UNIVERSAL TENDENCY
TO DEBASEMENT IN THE SPHERE

OF LOVE
(coNruBUTroNS To rHE PsYcHoLocY

or rovE rr)
(rerz)
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EDITOR'S NOTE

BEITRAGE ZUR PSYCHOLOGIE DES
LIEBESLEBENS II

UNTN OTg ALTGEMEINSTE ERNIEDRIGUNG DES
TIEBESTEBEN S

(a) Grnuau EorrroNs:

tgt2 Jb. psychoan. psychopath. Forsch., 4 (r),4ejo. ('Beitrlge
zur Psychologie des Liebeslebens' II.)

r9r8 S.K.S.N., 4, zr3-28. (znd ed. ryzz.)
rg24 Gesammehe Schriften, 5, r98-zrr.
tg24 Ia Beitriige zur Psychologie iles Liebeslebens, I,eipng,

Vientra and Zurich: Internationaler Prychoana-
lytischer Verlag. (Pp. r5-28.)

r93r Sexualtheorie und Traumlehre, 8o+J.
rg$ Cesammelte Wakq8, 784r.

(r) ENcrrsn TneNst,ArroNs:

'Contributions to the Psychology of Love:
The Most Prevalent Form of Degradadon in Erotic Life'

tg21 Collected Papus, 4, zo3-16. (Tr. Jo* Riviere.)
rgST Standaril Edition, tt, r17go. (Tr., with a different tide

'On the Universal Tendenry to Debasement in the
Sphere of Love', Alan Tyson)

The present edition is a corrected reprint of the Standaril
Edition version, with some editorial changes.

The discussion of the two sexual currenh in the earlier part of
the prcsent paper is in effect a supplement to the Three Essays
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(tgosd),in the r9r5 edition ofwhich, indeed, a short summary

of it was included (s.. P. rr9 above). The analysis of psychical

impotence, which occupies the central section of the paper, is

FrJud's principal .ot ttib,rtion to that topic. The last part 
-of

the paper is one of the long series of his elaborations of the

theme-of the antagonism between civilization and instinctual

life. His fullest argurnents on the subjcct will be found in the

paper on "'Civilized" Sexual Moraliry and Modern Nervous

illrr.rr' (r9o8/) and in the very much later Ciuilization and its

Discontents (r93oa).

ON THE UNIVERSAL TENDENCY
ro BA stH-li:'.)rtHE sP HERE

(corvrnrBuTroNs ro rHE psycHor,ocy
oF LovE rr)

I

h the practising psychoanalyst asks himself on account ofwhat
disorder people most often come to him for help, he is bound
to reply - disregarding the many forms of anxiety - that it is
psychical impotence. This singular disrurbance affects men of
strongly libidinousr natures, and manifests itself in a refusal by
the executive organs of sexualiry to carry out the sexual act,
although before and after they may show themselves to be
intact and capable ofperforming the act, and although a sftong
psychical inclination to carry it out is present. The first clue to
understanding his condition is obtained by the sufferer himself
on making the discovery that a failure of this kind only arises

when the attempt is made with certain individuals; whereas
with others there is never any question of such a failure. He
now becomes aware that it is some feature of the sexual object
which givcs rise to tire inhibition of his male potency, and
sornetimes he reports that he has a feeling of an obstacle
inside him, the sensation of a counter-will which successfully
interferes with his conscious intention. However, he is unable
to guess what this internal obstacle is and what feature of the
sexual object brings it into operaticln. If he has had repcated
experience of a failure of this kind, he is likely, by the farniliar
process of 'erroneous connection', to decide that the recol-
lectir:n of the first occasion evoked the disturbing anxiety-idea

t,l'Libidinds'. llere 'libidi''ous', as contrasted with the technical
'libidiral'.J
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andso caused the failure to be repeated eachtime; while he de-

rives the first occasion itselffrom some' accidental' impression'

Pyschoanalytic studies of psychical impotence have dready

been carried out and published by several writers.' Eyery

analyst can conlirm the explanations provided by them from

hir o*n clinical experiencl. It is in 6ct a question of the

inhibitory infuence of certain prychical complexes which are

withdrawn from the subject's knowledge. An incestuous fixa-

don on mother or sister, which has never been surmounted,

plays a prominent Part in this pathogenic T"T1"l and is its

*"rt universal contint. In additi,on there is the infuence to be

considered of accidental distressing irnpressions connected

with infintile senrd activiry, and also those fictors which in a

general way reduce the libido that is to be directed on to the

female sexual object.'
When striking cases of psychical impotence Te o<haustively

investigated by *""* of psychoanalysis, the following infor--

matioriis obtained about the psychosexual Processes at work
in them. Here again - as very probably in all neurotic distur-

bances - the foundation of the disorder is provided by an in-
hibition in the developmental history of the libido before it
assumes the form which we take to be its normd terrnination.
Two currents whose trnisll is necessary to ensure a completely
normal attitude in love have, in the cases we are considering,

failed to combine. These two may be distinguished as the

affectionate and the sensual current.
The affectionatc current is the older of the two- It springs

from the earliest years of childhood; it is formed on ttre basis

of the interests of the self-preservative instinct and is directed

to the members of the family and those who look after tfie
child. From the very beginning it carries along with it con-
tributions from the sexual instincts - comPonents of erotic
interest - which can already be seen more or less clearly even

r. Steiner (rgoZ), Stckel (r9o8), f'erenczi (rqo8). [fn"ud hed writtco
a prehcc to Stekcl's book (Freu4 rgoqDJ

z. Stekel (r9o8, rgrff).
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in childhood and io *y event are uncovered in neurotics by
psychoanalysis later on. It corresponds to the child's primary
object<hoice.Weleanr in this way that the sexual instincts find
their first objects by attaching themselves to the valuations
made by the ego-instincts, precisely i" the way in which the
first sexual satis6ctions are experienced in attachment to
the bodily fiinctions necessary for the preserrration oflife.! The
'a{Gction' shown by the child's parents and those who look
after hi*, which seldom fails to betray its erotic nature ('th"
clild is an erotic plaything'), do"s a very great deal to raise
the contributions made by erotism to the cathexes of his ego-
instincts, and to increase them to an amount which is bound to

course of time they will aftract to themselves the affection

r. [The 'attachment' (or 'anaclitic) tlpe of object-choice was dis-
cussed more fully in Freud's later paper on narcissism (lgl46)J

z. [This term was not often used by Freu4 especially in his later
writings. He attributed it toJtrng (r9rr, 164), in which passageJung in
tum says he partly chose the word from the title of a novel by the Swis
writcr Carl Spitteler. The psychoandytic joumd Imago also owed ie
tide to the saoe souroe, according to its co-founder, rlaDns Sacbs
(rg+s,6r).I
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that was tied to the earlier ones. A man shall leave his father
and his mother - according to the biblical command - and
shall cleave unto his wife; affection and sensuality are then
united. The greatest intensity of sensual passion will bring
with it the highest psychical valuation of the object - this
being the normal overvaluation of the sexual object on the
part of a man.

Two 6ctors will decide whether this advance in the develop-
mental path of the libido is to fail. First, there is the amount of

fiustration in reality which opposes the new object-choice and

reduces its value for the person concerned. There is after all no
point in embarking upon an object-choice if no choice is to be

allowed at all or if there is no prospect of being able to choose

anything suitable. Secondly, there is the amount o{ attraction

which the infandle objects that have to be relinquished are able

to exercise, and which is in proportion to the erotic cathexis

attaching to them in childhood. If these two factors are sufti-
ciently strong, the general mechanism by which the neuroses

are forrned comes into operation. The libido turns away from
reality, is taken over by imaginative activity (the process of
introversion), strengthens the images of the first sexual objects
and becomes fixated to them. The obstacle raised against
incest, however, compels the libido that has turned to these

objects to remain in the unconscious. The masturbatory
activiry carried out by the sensual current, which is now part
of the unconscious, makes its own contribution in strengthen-
ing this fixation. Nothing is altered in this state of affairs if
the advance which has miscarried in reality is now corn-
pleted in phantasy, and if in the phantasy-situations that lead
to masturbatory satisfaction the original sexual objects are

replaced by diflerent ones. As a result of this substitution the
phantasies become admissible to consciousness, but no progress
is made in the aliocation of the libido in reality. In this way it
can happen that the whole of a young man's sensuality
becomes tied to incestuous objects in the unconscious, or to
put it another walr becomes fixated to trnconscious incestuous
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phantasies. The result is then total impotence, which is perhaps
further ensured by the simultaneous onset of an actual weak-
ening of the organs that perform the sexual act.

Less severe conditions are required to bring about the state
known specifically as pEychical impotence. Here the fate of
the sensual current must not be that its whole charge has to
conceal itself behind the affectionate currenr; it must have
remained sufficiently strong or uninhibited to secure a partial
outlet into realiry. The sexual activity of such people shows
the clearest signs, however, that it has not the whole psychicd
driving force of the instinct behind it. tt is capricious, easily
disturbed, often not properly carried out, and not accom-
panied by much pleasure. But above all it is forced to avoid the
affectionate current. A restriction has thus been placed on
object-choice. The sensual current that has remained active
seeks only objects which do not recall the incestuous figures
forbidden to it; if someone makes an impression that might
lead to a high psychical estirnation of her, this impression does
not find an issue in any sensual excitation but in affection
which has no erotic effect. The whole sphere of love in such
people remains divided in the two directions personified in
art as sacred and profane (or animal) love. 'lVhere they love
they do not desire and where ,h"y desire they cannot love.
They seek objects which they do not need to love, in order
to keep their sensuality away from the objects they love; and,
in accordance with the laws of 'complexive sensitiveness',
and of the return of the repressed, the suange fiilure shown in
psychical impotence makes its appearance whenever an object
which has been chosen with the aim of avoiding incest recalls
the prohibited object through some feature, often an in-
conspicuous one.

The main protective measure against such a disturbance
which men have recourse to in this split in their love consists
in a psychical debasement of the sexual object, the overvaluation

t. [This term is borrowed from Jung's word.association experL
ments (lung, 19o6, r9o9).J
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that normally attaches to the sexual object being reserved for
the incestuous objea and its representatives. As soon as the
condition of debasement is fulfilled, sensualiry can be freely
expressed, md important sexual capacities and a high degree
of pleasure can develop. There is a ftuthcr factor which conrri-
butes to this result. People in whom thcre has not been a
proper confltrence of the afectionate and the sensual currents
do not s5,rally show much refinement in their modes of
behaviour in love; thcy have retained perverse sexual aims
whose non-fulfiiment is Glt as a serious loss of pleasure, and
whose fulfilment on the other hand seerns possible only with
a debased and despised sexual object.

'We can now understand the motives behind the boy's
phantasies mentioned in the first of these 'Conriburions'
(above, p.238), which degrade the mother to the level of a
prostitute. They are efforts to bridge the gulf berween the rwo
currents in love, at any rate in phantasy, and by debasing the
mother to acquire her as an objea of sensuality.

2

In the precefing section we have approached the srudy of
psychical impotence from a me&co-psychological angle of
which the title of this paper gives no indication. It will how-
ever become clear that this introduction was required by *
to provide an approach to our proper subject.

We have reduced psychical impotence to the failure of the
affectionate and the sensual currents in love to combine, and
this developmental inhibition has in turn been explained as

being due to the in-fluences of $rong childhood fixations and
of later frustration in realiry through the intervention of the
barrier against incest. There is one principal objection to the
theory we advance; it does too much. It explairx why certain
people su$er from psychical impotence, but it leaves us with
the apparent mystery of how others have been able to escape

this disorder. Since we must recognize that all the relevant
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factors known to us - the strong childhood fixation, the incest-
barrier and the frustration in the years of, development after
puberry - are to be found in practically all civilized human
beings, we should be justified in expecting psychical impo-
tence to be a universal affiiction under civilization and not a
disorder confined to some individuals.

It would be easy to escape from this conclusion by pointing
to the quantitative factor in the causation of illness - to the
greater or lesser extent ofthe contribution made by the various
elements which determine whether e recognizable illness
results or not. But although I accept this answer as correct, it
is not my intention to make it a reason for rejecting the
conclusion itself. On the contrary, I shall put forward the
view that psychical impotence is much more widespread than
is supposed, and that a certain amount of this behaviour does
in fact characterize the love of civilized man.

If the concept of psychical impotence is broadened and is

not restricted to Gilure to perform the act of coirus in cir-
cumstances where a desire to obtain pleasure is present and
the genital apparatus is intact, we may in the first place add all
those men who are described as psychanaesthetic: men who
never fail in the act but who carry it out without getting any
particular pleasure from it - a state of affairs that is more com-
mon than one would think. Psychoanalytic examination of
such cases discloses the same aetiological factors as we found
in psychical impotence in the narrower sense, without at first
arriving at any explanation of the difference berween their
symptoms. An easily justifiable analogy takes one from these
anaesthetic men to the immense number of frigid women;
and there is no better way to describe or understand their
behaviour in love than by comparing it with the more con-
spicuous disorder of psychical impotence in men.r

r.I am at the same time very willing to admit that &igifiry in
women is a complex subject which can also be approached frou
another angle. [The question is examined at length in 'The Taboo of
Virginity' (r9r 8a), p. zZ 4tr. below.l
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If however we turn our attention not to an extension of the

concept of psychical impotence, but to the gradations in its
symptomatology, we carlnot escape the conclusion that the

behaviour in love of men in the civilized world today bears

the stamp altogether of psychical impotence. There are only a

very few educated people in whom the two currents of affec-

tion and sensuality have become properly fused; the man

almost always feels his respect for the woman acting as a

restriction on his sexual activity, and only develops full
potency when he is with a debased sexual object; and this in
its turn is partly caused by the entrance of perverse comPon-

ents into hir t.*ual aims, which he does not venture to satisfy

with a woman he respects. He is assured of complete sexual

pleasure only when he can devote himself unreservedly to
obtaining satisfaction, which with his well-brought-up wiG,
for instance, he does not dare to do. This is the source of his

need for a debased sexual object, a woman who is ethically
inferior, to whom he need attribute no aesthetig scruples, who
does not know him in his other social relations and cannot
judge him in them. It is to such a woman that he prefers to
d.rote his sexual potency, even when the whole of his affec-

tion belongs to a woman of a higher kind. It is possible, too,
that the tendency so often observed in men of the highest

classes of society to choose a woman of a lower class as a

permanent mistress or even as a wife is nothing but a con-
s.quence of their need for a debased sexual object, to whom,
psychologically, the posibiliry of complete satisfaction is
linked.

I do not hestitate to make the two factors at work in
psychical impotence in the strict sense - the factors of intense

incestuous fixation in childhood ind the frustration by realiry

in adolescence - responsible, too, for this exffemely common
characteristic of ttre love of civilized men. It sounds not only
disagreeable but also paradoxical, yet it must nevertheless be

said that anyone who is to be really free and hrPPy in love
must have surmounted his resPect for women and have come
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to terms with the idea of incest with his mother or sister.
Anyone who subjects himself to a serious self-examination on
the subject of this requirement will be sure to find that he
regards the sexual act basically as something degrading, which
defiles and pollutes not only the body. The origin of this low
opinion, which he will certainly not willingly acknowledge,
must be looked for in the period of his youth in which the
sensual current in him was already strongly developed but its
satisfaction u'ith an object outside the family was almost as

completely prohibited as it was with an incestuous one.
In our civilized world women are under the infuence of a

similar after-effect of their upbringing, and, in ad&don, of
their reaction to men's behaviour. It is naturally just as un-
6vourable for a woman if a man approaches her without his
full potency as it is if his initial overvaluation of her when he
is in love gives place to undervaluation arfter he has possessed

her. In the case of women there is little sign of a need to
debase their sexual object. This is no doubt connected with the
absence in them as a rule of anything similar to the sexual
overvaluation found in men. But iheir Log holding back from
sexualiry and the lingering of their sensualiry in phantasy has

another important consequence for them. They are subso-
quently often trnable to undo the connection between sensual

activity and the prohibition, and prove to be psychically
impotent, that is, frigid, when such activity is at last allowed
them. This is the origin of the endeavour made by many
women to keep even legitimate relatioru secret for a while;
and of the capaciry of other women for normal sensation as

soon as the conditioa of prohibidon is re-established by 
"secret love affair: unfaithful to their husband, they are ablc to

keep a second order of 6ith with their lover [cC 'The Taboo
of Virginity', p. 276 belowl.

The condition of forbidderrness in the erotic life of women
is, I think, comparable to the need on the part of men to
debase their sexual object. Both are consequences of the long
period of delay, which is demanded by education for culturd

I
i
I
I
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reasons, ber,areen se>nrd maturity and sexual activiry. Both
aim at abolishing the psychical impotence that results from the

Ailure of affectionate and sensual irnpulses to coalesce. That
the effect of the same causes should be so different in men and

in women may perhaps be traced to another difference in the

behaviour of thi two sexes. Civilized women do not usually

transgress the prohibition on sexual activiry in the perigd

during which they have to wait, and thus th.y acquire the
intimate connection between prohibition and sexuality. Men
usually break through this prohibition if they can satisfr lhe
condition of debasing the object, and so they carry on this

confition into their love in later life.
In view of the strenuous efforts being made in the civilized

world today to reforrn sonral life, it will not be superfluous

to give a reminder that psychoanalytic research is as remote

from tendentiousness as any other ldnd of research. It has no
other end in view than to throw light on things by aacing
what is manifest back to what is hidden. It is quite satisfed if
reforms make use of its findings to replace what is injurious
by something more advanageous; but it cannot predict
whether other institutions uxry not result in other, and perhaps

graver, sacrifices.

3

The 6ct that the curb put upon love by civilization involves
a universal tendency to debase sexual objects will perhaps lead

us to turn our attention from the object to the instincts them-
selves. The damage caused by the initial frustration of se:nral

pleasure is seen in the fact that the freedom later given to that
pleasure in marriage does not bring full satis6ction. But at the
same time, if sexual freedom is unrestricted from the outset the
result is no bemer. It can easily be shown that the psychicd
value of erotic needs is reduced as soon as their satis6ction
becomes easy. An obstacle is required in order to heighten

libido; and where natural resistances to satis6ction have not
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been suficient men have at dl times erected conventional ones
so as to be able to *joy love. This is tnre both of individuals
and of nadons. In times in which there were no difficutties
standing in the way of sexual satisfaction, such as perhaps
during the decline of the ancient civilizations, love became
worthless and liG empf,f, and strong reaction-formations
were required to restore indispensable affective values. In
this connection it may be claimed that the ascetic crrrent in
Christianity created psychicd values for love which pagan
antiquiry was never able to confer on it. This current assumed

its greatest importance with the ascetic monlcs, whose lives
were almost entirely occupied vrith the struggle against
Iibidinal temptation.

One's 6rst inclination is no doubt to trace back the difi-
ctrlties revealed here to universal characteristics of our organic
instincts. It is no doubt also tnre in general that the psychical
importance of an instina rises in proportion to its frusaatiou.
Suppose a number of totally different human beings were dl
equally exposed to hunger. As their imperative necd for food
mounted, all the individual differences would disappear and
in their place one would see the uniform manifesations of
the one unappeased instinct. But is it also tnre that with the
sads6ction of an instinct its psychical value dways falls just
as sharply? Consider, for example, the relation of a drinker to
wine. Is it not true that wine always provides the drinker with
the same toxic satisfaction, which in poetry has so oftcn been
compared to erotic satisGction - a comparison acceptable from
the scientific point of view as well? Has one ever heard of the
drinker being obliged constantly to change his drink becausc

he soon grows tired of keeping to the same one? On the
contrary, habit constantly tightens the bond bennreen a man
and the kind of wine he drinks. Does one ever hear of a
&inker who needs to go to a country where wine is dearer

or drinlcing is prohibited, so that by introducing obstacles

he can reinforce the dwindling sadsfaction that he obtains?

Not at all. If we listen to what our great dcoholics, such as

t;
I
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Bocklin,' say about their relation to wine, it sotrnds like

tle most p"ifea harmony, a model of a hapPl marriage'

Why is the relation of the lover to his sexud object so

very &fferent?
li is my belief that, however strange it may sotrnd, we must

reckon with the possibiliry that something in the nature of the

sexual instinct itself is unfavourable to the realizadon of com-

plete satisfaction. If we consider the long and diflicult develop-

io.ot"l history of the instinct, trro factors immedi"t lyjPT"g
to mind *hi"h might be made responsible for this difficulry
Fintly, as a result If th" diphasic ot t"t of object-choice, and

th. iot"tposition of the barrier against incqt, th9 futl oli""t
or the t&*t instinct is never any longer the original object

but only a surrogate for it. Psychoanalytit F*. shown ts that

when the originJ objea of a wishfrl impulse \a1 been lost as

a result of teitetsion, it is frequently repres""ltd by * endles

series of sub'sdrute objects oo*" of which, howerrer' ltiogt
full satisfaction. This may e4plain the inconstancy in objea-

c,hoice, the 'craving for stimulation" which is so often a

feature of the love of adults.

Secondly, we know that the sexual instinct is origindly
divided ioto " great number of components - or rather, it
develops out of lhem - some of which carul'ot be taken up inlo

the instina in its later form, but have at an earlier stage to be

suppressed or put to other uses. Thee above dl the coPrr
pfit" instinctual comPonents, -*h.h lrave proved incompat-

ible with our aesthetic standards of culture, probably since' as-

a result of our adopting an erect gait, we raised our organ of
r*.li from the gtoi*al rhe t"*J is tnre of 1lys9 portion of
the sadistic trgl which are a part of erotic life' But all suc'h

d.r"lop*"ooi Processes "ffeci 
only the upper layers of the

r. Floerke (rgoa, 16).

a,.f'Reizhurgn'. This term seenu to have beeo introduced by

Hoch; and Bloih. See Freud's Three Essays (rgosd), P'63 n' z aboveJ
---i.tCC 
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complex structure. The fundamental processes which produce
erotic excitation remain unaltered. The excremental is all too
iritimately and inseparably bound up with tho sexual; the
position of the genitals - inter urinas et faeces - remains the de-
cisive and unchangeable factor. One might say here, varying
a well-known saying of the great Napoleon: 'Anatomy is des-

tiny.'r The genitals- thems.l't .l havi not taken part in the
developmeniof the human body in the direction of beaury:
they have remained animal, and thus love, too, has remained
in essence just as animal as it ever was" The instincts of love
are hard to educate; education of them achieves now too
much, now too little. What civilization aims at making out of
them seems unattainable except at the price of a sensible loss

of pleasure; the persistence of the impulses that could not be

madc use of can be detected in sexual activity in the form o{
non-satisfacdon.

Thus we may perhaps be forced to becorne reconciled to
the idea that it is quite impossible to adjust the claims of the
sexual instinct to the demands of civilization; that in conse-

quence of its cultural development renunciation and suffering,
as well as the danger of extinction in the remotest future,
cannot be avoided by the human race. This gloomy prognosis
rests, it is true, on the single conjecture that the non-satisfac-
tion that goes with civilization is the necessary consequence of
certain peculiarities which the sexual instinct has assumed

under the pressure of culture. The very incapaciry of the
sexual instinct to yield complete sads6ction as soon as it sub-

mits to the first demands of civilization becomes the source,

however, of the noblest cultural achievements which are

brought into being by ever more extensive sublimation of its
instinctual components. For what motive would men have
for putting sexual instinctual forces to other uses if, by *y
distribution of those forces, they could obtain fully satisfying
pleasure? They would never abandon that pleasure and they

r. [This paraphrase appears again in 'The Dissolutiou of the
Oedipus Complex' (rgz4f),below, p. 320.1
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would never make any further progress. It seems, therefore,
that the irreconcilable diference between the demands of the
trnro instincts - the se:nral and the egoistic - has made men
capable of ever higher achievements, tihough subject, it is
true, to a constant danger, to which, in the forrn of neurosis,
the weaker are succumbing today.

lt is not the aim of science either to frighteu or to console.
But I mpelf am quite ready to admit that such far-reaching
concluiour as those Ihave drawn should be built on a broader
foundation, and that perhaps developm€nts in other directions
may enable mankind to correct the results of the develog-
ments I have here been considering in isolation.
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